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Rollo May was the influential founder of existential psychotherapy in the United States and a co-

founder of humanistic psychology with Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers. May wrote this long-

forgotten booklet for U.S. military chaplains during World War II. By his early 30s, he had

already written two well-received books on the emerging field of counseling after having

studied with Alfred Adler and received a ministerial degree from Union Theological Seminary.

His mentor there was Paul Tillich. Seventy-five years after its publication, The Ministry of

Counseling remains a wonderful, still-relevant account of counseling as a spiritual activity--and

a practical guide to what really matters. This new edition was prepared by psychologist Edward

Hoffman, Ph.D., author of award-winning biographies of Adler and Maslow..



Fernando A. Ortiz, Ph.D., ABPP, “Listening to the Inner Life of the Person. I am very grateful to

Dr. Hoffman, an expert on humanistic psychology and someone who personally interviewed

Rollo May, for celebrating the 75th anniversary of this invaluable edition. Many of us in the

counseling field have most likely counseled someone like Mr. Harold Marshall, the young Army

soldier in counseling. We are invited to listen to the inner side of his personality and to see

beyond the problem and to listen to him as an individual. Mr. Marshall is presenting with some

‘problems,’ and Dr. May exhorts us to see these as opportunities because problems are like

buoys on the surface. Counselors can dive in deeper and uncover underneath realities.

Chaplains and ministers dealing with profound and transcendental realities can find in this

book precious insights that will help military families, men and women experience authentic

rapport and healing.”

emm, “"In my beginning is my end"--T.S. Eliot, Four Quartets. What is compelling in chancing

upon Rollo May's early writing is the manner in which the psychologist/philosopher's more fully

developed themes and conceptions may be encountered in formative articulations. Crisis as

opportunity, a concern with the "person" as opposed to mere expedience and the solving of

"problems," the relationship with oneself that May would eventually express as "sense of self,"

the human being--in Nietzsche's apt words--as the "valuing animal," the counselor or

therapist's integration of sensitivity and vigor, self as "instrument" of change, character and the

place of humility, May''s overarching spiritual sensibility: each of these is articulated here in a

straightforward, cogent way. I think a great deal of Rollo May's vision and work, most especially,

perhaps, about "The Cry for Myth"--a profoundly relevant late meditation upon where we as a

people are currently at and how we as a planet might more profitably proceed going forward.

May's conjoined sincerity, turbulence, and vision shine through here, movingly, even as a much

younger man.”

NomiAdina, “Spiritual Treasure.. Famed psychologist and author Dr. Edward Hoffman has

brought us hidden treasure from the heart and soul of Dr. Rollo May. Hoffman unearths Rollo

May's high regard for soulful listening which is clearly a lost art in our modern world. Rollo May

brings us all closer to our own inner life as we read his timeless words set in the often

nightmarish realities of World War 2. May brings hope to those experiencing great fear, tragic

loss, and brutal reality. His message of hope still rings true today, helping us solve our

problems while living the daily grind of daily normalcy. Rollo May's psycho-existentialism still

has great power to resolve spiritual questions for each one of us as his writing has almost a

prophetic universal feel to it. His words seem to be guided by a great mind above. Hats off to

Dr. Edward Hoffman for presenting us with this gold mine of Rollo May's insight into spiritual

truth. I loved this collection of deep thought that penetrates deep into the heart and soul as well

as the fine human art of counseling. Hoffman and May are a powerful combination. If you still

yearn to learn a bit more of life this little treasure will delight you.”

Marina, “So needed today!. This book is one of its kind, a voice from the dangerous and

uncertain times of the World War II, breathing spirituality into the "business" of mental health

services in the most inhospitable environments, bringing together people in a wartime when

togetherness is brutally tested; and most importantly - carrying hope. An enlightening reading

in easy times. A must read in trying times.Marina Bluvshtein, PhDDiplomate in Adlerian

PsychologyVice-President of the International Association of Individual Psychology



(IAIP)Director of the Center for Adlerian Practice and Scholarship, Adler University, Chicago,

USA”

Mary Trouba, PhD, “Gem of a Book. THE MINISTRY OF COUNSELING, published as a 75th

anniversary edition by Dr. Edward Hoffman with a Forward that insightfully situates Rollo May’s

work in its historical context, conveys the existential psychologist’s approach to counseling in a

clear, engaging, accessible fashion. It is a gem of a booklet and a quick read, offering insights

about the relationship between counselor and counselee, thoughts as to how religious

principles can support psychological growth, and anecdotes that provide glimpses into how

counseling as a chaplain in a wartime situation presents its own special challenges. I found the

context provided in Hoffman’s Forward fascinating and May’s insights on the ministry of

counseling very readable and still very much relevant.”

James R. Regan, “Timeless Wisdom. What a wonderful surprise to see this publication made

available to the counseling audience. If you are looking for a relevant resource concerning the

technique and importance of careful listening, then you have come to the right place. Rollo May

provides us with insightful words of timeless wisdom.”

Kirk J. Schneider, “The Early Though Prophetic Rollo May. This book represents an important

phase in the development of Rollo May's thinking about therapy. It follows his fervent periods

teaching in Greece as well as fervent struggles--both personal and professional--to grapple

with essential therapeutic and spiritual principles of living. In "The Ministry of Counseling" Ed

Hoffman has unearthed a gem in the evolution of Rollo May's remarkable and prophetic

insights into the heart of psychospiritual healing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. This is a great book that after seventy five years after its

publication keeps being relevant today. I recommend it.”

The book by Shirley Mary Fish has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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